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In line with my research focus, also my teaching interests and experiences are mainly located in
the fields of microeconometrics, labor economics and behavioral economics.
Teaching Experiences

Due to my activity at two different chairs during my PhD, I was able

to collect teaching experience in quite diverse fields of economics. In my function as a research
and teaching assistant at the Chair for Empirical Economics (Prof. Dr. Marco Caliendo) at
the University of Potsdam, I was mainly involved in the preparation and teaching of applied
and methodological courses such as “Introduction into Statistics” and “Econometrics” on the
undergraduate level as well as “Applied Microeconometrics” and “Public Policy Evaluation”
on the graduate level. During my time as a student assistant between 2012 and 2013 as well
as during my employment as a research and teaching assistant later on, I was continuously
involved in the (administrative) organization of the teaching as well as the preparation of the
course material for all of those courses. Additionally, I was actively involved in the teaching of the
courses “Applied Microeconometrics” and “Public Policy Evaluation” through exercise
sessions, STATA introduction sessions as well as the general supervision and grading of the
students for the independently conducted parts of the courses such as term papers and problem
sets during summer term 2015 and winter term 2017/2018. Additionally, I taught two exercise
sessions in the undergraduate course “Introduction into Statistics” in the summer term
2018.1 Furthermore, I was continuously involved in the organization and supervision of seminars
and bachelor theses. I thus e.g. supervised theses with the topics “Stability of Personality Traits”
(bachelor thesis), “The Migrant-Native Gap in Well-Being” (seminar thesis) and “The Effect of
Migrants on the Well-Being of Natives” (bachelor thesis).
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Evaluations for those courses are attached to the application or can be obtained upon request.
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As a PhD student at the “Chair of International Public Economics” (Prof. Dr. Ronnie
Schöb) at Freie Universität Berlin I also used the chance to collect teaching experiences by
being actively involved in seminars such as “Normative Behavioral Economics” (master level)
as well as theses supervision such as e.g. ”The Influence of Personality on the Relationship
between Productivity and Pay” (bachelor thesis) and “Socio-Economic Determinants of Strategic
and Protest Voting” (master thesis). In the summer term 2017, I was actively involved in the
teaching of the Assistant Professor of Labor Market and Social Policy (Prof. Dr. Katja Görlitz)
by teaching the exercise sessions for her course “Introductory Labor Market Theory” on
undergraduate level.
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Teaching Interests

Based on these diverse experiences, I am interested and prepared to

enrich the teaching in any institute with courses in applied and methodological as well as theoretical topics. I am prepared and willing to teach undergraduate courses in topics such as
“Statistics” and “Econometrics” but also in “Microeconomics”, “Labor Economics” and “Behavioral Economics”. I would, based on my experience, be especially interest in the applied
aspects of those topics. Due to my very applied focus in teaching and research, I am also looking
forward to organizing and conducting seminars, hands-on sessions as well as thesis writing in
those fields. On the advanced (graduate of doctoral level) I hope to enrich the teaching with
courses on e.g. “Applied Microeconometrics”, “Applied Behavioral Economics” and “Applied
Labor Economics” as well as more specialized courses on topics such as for example “Personality Psychology and Economics”, “Recent Topics in Population Economics” or, based on my
research, even more specialized special-interest seminars on topics such as “Migration”, “Family
Labor Supply”, “Unemployment Effects”, “Health Behavior” and “Volunteering”.
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Evaluation for this course is attached to the application or can be obtained upon request.
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